DAMMANN TEAS
DARJEELING G.F.O.P.
SUPERIEUR 2nd FLUSH
Harvested and manufactured on
the Himalayan foothills, this
summer tea of Darjeeling delivers
a delicate and aromatic liquor. The
perfect tea to be enjoyed
throughout the day.

EARL GREY
The most famous flavoured
tea comes from a blend
of black teas with a fine bergamot
from Calabria.
Simple and reliable for
all connoisseurs!

GOUT RUSSE DOUCHKA
The first scented tea created by
Jean-Jumeau Lafond in the 1950s.
Black tea combined with citrus fruit
essential oils... and so the "thé à
la russe" was born!

AFTERNOON TEA
CANAPÉS SAVORIES:
Goat’s cheese mousse, red onion compote
Polish ham, English mustard
Prawn cocktail
Smoked salmon, cream cheese
Egg mayonnaise

JARDIN BLUE
Well balanced with a delicious
fragrance, it delivers a velvety
liqueur of garden fruit flavours
combined with mouthwatering
rhubarb, strawberry and wild
strawberry.

CEYLON O.P. SUPERIEUR
A beautifully regular leaf creating a
subtly scented infusion with
beautiful woody notes. Perfect tea
to be enjoyed in the afternoon..

ROOIBOS CEDERBERG
The rooibos gives an infusion
with low tannin level, caffeine free.
Its round and sweet taste makes it
an ideal drink
for children to consume
served hot or iced.

L’ORIENTAL
Deliciously scented tea combining
the vegetal freshness of a green
tea with the fruity aromas
of passion fruit, wild peach
and wild strawberry.
A fresh and velvety infusion.

YUNNAN VERT
The infusion exhibits green
and fruity notes with
an enduring finish.

TOUAREG
A green tea, mint leaves
and a natural mint aroma
give this very aromatic blend
incredible power and freshness.

SCONES:
Traditional English scones with clotted cream
and homemade preserves – lemon and strawberry

SWEETS:
Vanilla panna cotta with mint aroma, raspberry sauce
Pistachio cake, passion fruit mousse
Chocolate and marzipan roulade
Bristol tort

CAMOMILLE MATRICAIRE
Its bright yellow infusion
reveals sweet, fruity flavours
with notes of pineapple.

CARDADET SAMBA
Samba is a joyous mix of hibiscus
flowers, rose hip peel,
apple pieces and orange peel with
a delicious touch of mango and
tropical fruits.

SENCHA FENKUYU
The Sencha teas (crafted into
flattened-needle shapes after a
brief steam treatment) are
appreciated in Japan for their
refreshing flavor. This summer
harvest offers a cup with strong
vegetable notes, hints of fruit
and light bitterness..

JASMIN CHUNG HAO
Of all the jasmine teas produced in
China, Jasmin Chung Hao
is one of the most delicate
and fragrant. Made with
a superb green tea, it produces
a fresh and delicate brew.

MEL 4 FRUITS ROUGES
A blend of black teas
with delicious flavours of cherry,
strawberry, raspberry and red
currant, all brought together in
an irresistibly fruity blend.

Traditional Afternoon Tea – 59 per person
Champagne Afternoon Tea including
a glass of Perrier Jouët Grand Brut Champagne – 99 per person

Podane ceny są w złotych i zawierają podatek VAT.

This rare Art Nouveau masterpiece is an unique place in Warsaw.
The spectacular interior has been restored to the original grandeur enriched
with details creating an intimate ambiance, perfect to enjoy excellent food and drinks.
Dark stained timber panels and genuine Otto Wagner wall lights harmonize
perfectly with walls treated with a specialist paint finish.
Ivory leather banquette seats reflect the geometric aesthetics
of the historical frieze above. The atmosphere of this truly matchless interior
wouldn't be complete without live piano music and a wide assortment
of beverages, including the finest teas.
Here, in the heart of the city, our Guests can celebrate special occasions of their lives
or just enjoy delightful drinks and delicious snacks.
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